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PARTICIPATION CAN BE UNEXPECTED WHEN 
IT HAPPENS:

1) IN UNPLANNED or SPECIAL SPACES
2) IN UNCOMMON HOURS

3) USING CRAETIVE TOOLS, which normally 
are not associated to participation

4) INVOLVING UNEXPECTED ACTORS



An unexpected tale in last French

elections

An underneat movement of people that did not

want to vote, and “caesed” to immigrants their

right to vote in their name, recognizing their

situation of risk…



With unexpected actors (those that – as Anne Tortzen said
yesterday - are HARD TO INVOLVE or maybe EASIER TO IGNORE)

Participatory Budgeting in BOLLATE PRISON (Mialn, Italy)  
which includes a vídeo storytelling done by prisoners, and that
of BRAGA (Portugal).



The Policy of Bogota
Metropolitan City for 
“traditionally called HOMELESS”, 
included several steps of direct
dialogue with “street dwellers” 
which discovered:

1) That the majority had
abandoned their house on
purpose

2) That many lived with animals
that could not live alone
when using public services
(so they preferred to refuse 
the public services)

3) The some exerting
prostitution in the night had
children that had to stay with
them during work



The dialogue 
brought several

innovations:
1) The language used

2) Session for moderating conflict
with neighbours and taking care of

the streets
3) A programme of reinsertion n 7 
steps (non necessary eding with a 

HOME)
4) Services for temporary pets-

sitting
5) Courses of graffiti

6) A NIGHT kindergarten
7) Changes in the architectures of

the servisse centres
8) A project for cemeteries, to 

avoid 2unnamed tombs”  



Art projects, to better enter in the shoes of
people diferente from us



Craeting memories of suffering
and resistance…



A new use of ART for 

enhancing imagination



A NEW CULTURAL SHIFT again self-censorship 



Valuing Symbolism: something “funny”…and centre
everything in the power of the people



DIFFERENT WAYS OF THINKING ABOUT 
TRANSPARENCY AND NUMBERS (LINKED 

TO NARRATIVES)
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A better and more understandable transparency



New tools to explain the budget



Arezzo, Italy

Testing

information’acttractiveness in 

Focus Groups or citizens’ panels
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REINVENTING PB centrality continuously
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CROSS-SELLING

(To be central, PBs 

must be known, and 

recognized within 

the entire 

administration, as 

well as by the 

population) 



ICTs and ROLE-PLAYING FOR LEARNING DEMOCRACY, using 
FRUGAL TECHNOLOGIES….
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An example of FRUGAL TECHNOLOGY



NEW TOPICS FOR PARTICIPATION AND 
COLLABORATION



The co-creation of Rules for

Participatory Processes



The division of territories for granting “territorial justice”
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MUNICIPIO IX

CO-ESTABLISHING  MULTICRETRIA (Rome IV) 

MUNICIPIO ROMA IX



The “model-fairs”: street-markets to 
influence private market prices



DISCUSSING ON REVENUES: Milton Keynes organized a participatory 

process and a Referendum on raising local taxes to make some services more 
efficient http://www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/

Voters were given three options to chose 
from: a 5% rise, a 9.8% rise and a 15% rise. 
Over 46% backed the 9.8% rise while nearly 
24% plumped for a 15% rise in their taxes.
Over 45% of the voters took part in the ballot 
- a figure 20% higher than that for the last 
council elections and a greater turnout than 
London managed when the capital voted to 
have a directly-elected mayor. 

Today something similar is happening in Santa 

Cristina de Aro’s PB (Catalunya)



Participatory processes to reopen closed spaces in the city-centres 
and negotiate with the owners for stimulating new commercial 

activities and art-and-craft productions



The collaboration on policies trough creation of shared rules for the
care and rigeneration off commons…. 


